
Editing of testimony; rights of privacy 	 1/5/71 

The Commission staff addressed the right of privacy of wituesses and others rather 
early, but in this case, fron file REP 2, the researcher has to get peat three attached 
memos before he lemma this iv what isereally being addressed. 

Sp extreme was this pretended interest in the right to primacy that the top memo, from 
"Mere to leeward Willeas, dated. 7/6/64, among the questioue raised in this *muse was the 
deletion of the feet that the President wore both bis base brace and an Ace bandage. Allen 
Specter wautea tcia ueehanged becausoxick they "account for the President sitting erect", 

a point  ha aPeareatly considered outweighed auy right to privacy. Another is "Cod-Damn", 
said by Roy dellerman, and a light remark to a witness, air. Pinck, by NeCloy. This memo 
opeosee the alteration of the tostiecey by Specter, questioned by phone, but say nothing 
of "right to privacy", 

Next is the 6/30/64 niece from Willens to the staff, covering "a slot-explanatory 
xemorandum prepared by kr. Pollak coumentiae on severaal volumeu of testitony to be printed..." 
It solicits coeeents and oueeestions "regarding possible deletions", but wakcic no reference 
to "rights of privacy". 

The attached Pollak mono of 6/18/64 aloe makes no reference to "right of privacy". 
It says thee& list of passages from the record which you will wish to consider for pos-
sible deletion" is attaceekie It is adereseed to Rankin. Those he regards as "passages 
which warrant serious consideration as to their removal" are ;Corked with an *. be also 
says "1 -would aseume that a check ma as to each exhibit will be settle oefore the teneuission 
concludes its wc.rk." 

Sy 6/18/64, the testimony through kW) was in pew proof. 

. If Pollak's instructions were written, either _I do not resell thna ordo not half.4. these 
They were broad or he so interpreted then. he himself notes, "I have noted such which 
undoubtedly shou.d not to taken fros the record." At the least, when he had this conviction 
and expressed it so strongly, wonderment over his directive seems warranted. 

Because this wee not an open, court record, it might be argued that wee t wee time 
subject of testimony cools be edited to protect privacy or in the iuterest of accuracy. 
It is neither uncommon nor improper for the testimony of Congressional coewittees to ee 
edited in such euterests, but they do not deal with the kind of sueject this does, the 
eseaasination of a President and corrolary involvements. 

Not until the attached list is reahhed do the words showing a pretended interest in 
privacy appear. It is bawling, !Mt "I. Passages which if published aigat involve iuvaaions 
of the privacy of the witness or which sight be thought to be unjustifiably offensive, 
insulting or defamatory of some person other than the witness..." This ee 	udy -4 eegens. 

es 
The very first deals with a matter of relevant factirReverendPrench did not show up' 

to perform funeral services for LW." u complete record without that? Whose privacy was 
invaded, whims: there is the offense, insult or defamation, the wore further qualified by 
"un4ustifiably", in reporting the simple fact that the preacher did not perform the service, 
didn't appear for the funeral over which he was to have presided, of oue of the murder 
victims whose murder was the subject of the investigation? This opening item sets the tone 
and reflects tha real attitude toward aost of the item. It should be compared with some 
relating to the victim, called "fair game". 

The second item is the one marked with an *, indicating Pol_ak's belief that withoUt 
doubt it ehoulu be eliminated. Therefore, because it also is uteerly irrelevant and so 
marked, it is not indicated as deleted. She called the father of one of her co-workers 
"one of the biggest gangsters in fart Worth" and said he was killed by denentsra• 
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It is not difacult to argue from this list and the record that "right of privacy" 

is often a subterfuge for suppression, including of the most basic and indispensible of 

all the evidence of the assassination, the nature and location of the wounds. There is no 

consistent standard, as with homosexuality. 

The items that "undoubtedly" should have been removed and are marked with an asterisk 

total 13. Of these, only four are indicated as deleted. Of those four, in three cases, what 

was in question and was deleted is deleted from the memo by masking on three cases. The first 

3237) deals with Jerk Damaherty, the second, to which I will return, with David Ferris (82130e1). 

If the third item was deleted from tee printed testimony as this some indicates, the deletion 

is not indicated in the printed record. Following the words of the memo, "He doesn't like 

priest at St. Nicholas"- there is a dash in the record an the sentence continues, not in 

good syntax, but witmeeeees often speak so. The fourth )10E73), with every word easkee in 

the memo, is in no way reflected in the printed page nor is there any subject there 

discussed that seams to be the subject of proper deletion. 

The second asterisk-marked item ( 314138), after the gangetor item, is "Mrs. Paine: 

Reasons for her spearation from her husband." If this ie less than precise, he having left 

her, it is also j deleted and would seem to be as private and personal as can be. 

The net (JR 6R321), "Charles Givens has pervioua record for narcotics violation", 

certainly falie withie the definition, but it remains in the printed testimony. Asia is 

wirth coelearisee with the Perrie item. 

The next, (61435, "Mrs. Robertes To her sorrow, she wan unable to bear chdldrereeShe 

is now working for a man who has cancer." both items and more-she laureled in the 9th 

grade- appear in the printed record. 

Next (7HJ5): . hr. Burroughs s he failed the Selective Service eentel oxeleteetion". 

Nit deleted. 	. 

Next(7h83) Nere William Smiths he had been convieted of auto theft." Rewine i. 

• text( ?nee) "Kr. George Applins He has been convicted of burglary." it appears on 

this page as "burglary". 

Next are referencee to four places ie the record, i7I1131-2;171-2;200-01,242) "ehoild the 

names of those being held ey the police who were included ie the line-up with Oswald be 

deleted (leaving their physical doscrietiossa)? One of thew on (Lujan) testifies at V111 

243-46". 'pith the elan a witness,, how can that be hidden? And with the patently frame-up 

ohmmeter of ev.; line-way how dared as honest lawyer cousidur thaetiae anytIdoe:? In 

any case, all the names do appear at the pees oitaa. 

The Ferris item deleted from O'Sulikvaa is next 

Next (db36(): Ase.MurreteTho Junior Univeraity of New Orleans is delinquent in 

paying its debts." Reuaine in. 

Next, 8R253, "Aixw Delgado. The bartender at the Planingo bar, outside of Tijuana, xi 
visited by Oswald, was a homossexual", is one I rectal eeel and do not bother to check, for 
this is a meet prejudicial formulation. Oswald was 	company with his swine buttes, includ- 
ing Delgado, had when he could have been with this homosexual he chose a wean, a whore. 

The one remaiuleg aaterisked item le that in Steele's testimony. 

Thus it would seam aat the one item relating to tither arrests or homosexuality that 
was deleted was that involving Ferris, which it is stretching credulity to believe has to 

be accidental, particularly because it was not deleted in the sending of the transcript to 
the printer, Libbeler did edit his witnesses testinony. 

I will not soaps and compare all tnoae not narked as "undoubtedly" to be deleted, 
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However, comparisons of some with the foregoing will show the official attitudes and can 
be interpreted as addressing the seriousness with which "invazion of privacy" was invoked. 

For example, a long list of what is described as "numerous disparaging coeeents about 
and by George Doeohrehechildt" which remain. This language is no exaggeration, some are 
libels. 

III, the first thing on page 5, puts it all in perspective, especially when compared 
with the Ferrie item: "III. Thought I take it that eve=rything about :Lee earvey eswald is 
fair game and easential to a complete evaluation.of the individuat because a question has 
been raised attention should perhaps be directed to the references to him as a possible 
homosexual. (VIII:270; 1II:319); to his afflietoon with gonorrhea (VIII:312-315); and to his 
unsatisfactory sexual relations with Marina (UW390-3971 VII;423-424; IX:233; leg 252; 

11:313)". 

First, essentially en asides the venereal diseasee as I recall, was contra eted from a 
Japanese woman. Zee lack of satisfaction was not free any existing restore 04 hie Bert. 
Allegatiou reeky ie that earine was not aatisfiede with hie perforeauce. It eau to inferred, 
whether or aot it was iatended, that this formulation serves to eupbeetee the allegations 
of homosexuality, in itself a perhaps imprecise formulation with hie having had the affair 
with the Japanese woman, having selectee the Aexican whore over the hemosexual bartender, 
and with his Leaving fathered two children. 

But, particularly is such a "question hae been raised", what better reason for not 
deleting the O'eullivan reference to Furries t; homosexual record, which wee quite public 
anyway, with Oswald having been in the CAP when Ferric was, ospeeterly ia the context that 
the Co. fission tried first to pretend he hadn't bean in the CIP et all ane than that he had 
not been ineurrie's unit? 

-Considering Pollak's point about the exhiedeee-there is a reference to terrie, under 
the name ")airy", as a homosexual* It warms rpintee even when it was know to be 4encourate An 
other ways. The difference is that in the exhibit the homosexual is not readily identified 
as David Ferris. This question wee resolved by Attorney General edtcbell, however, in his 
alleged personal declassification of material relating to 'themes Vallee as a homosexual. The 
material released in the 1970 review on Ferrite is largely about him as a homosexual. There 
is an abuneence of never-reetricted material on others as houosexuals in the eoemiseion's 
tiles. It would seem that this quite.-proper basis for withhoidiee was invoked only selectively, 
in the case of ierriee where what was otherwise not subject to withboleiue was also withheld. 
Even when the information about alleged boecaexualeey was given with the apedieic uneerstanding 
it would be kept in confidence bass It alwnya been available. 

There are no oteer references to bomoseeuality. however, there are other telegi of 
interest as they relate to withholding and editing and as they show official concerns, 
the kinds of eueetioua that exiated and were raised award cousidered about deletione, the 
bases and whether or not serious and proper withing recognised and accreditee an* recognised 
procedures, and what was marked by whoever on the staff marked this up. 

Some are cleerly suppressive, designed to prevent eabarrasement to the government and 
to hide criticisa of it. 

What relates to the already-deficient .medical evidence is especially interesting. 
Some of the Mquestionsofecompleteness of the record" in what is described as widnor" 

aspects are also worth considering. Whether or not minor, the record remains incomplete 
and inesourate, including when it was known to the examining lawyer to be significicantly 
in erroe, where the error has to be regarded as his responsibility and that no accidentally. 
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Taking the last case first, for it is, in py view much more important than a casual 
reading of the memo by the ueineormed wouea indicate: The last item, on pegs 10 (loH45,47) 
reads, "Have kr. eringuier's assertions regarding Comeunist aseouiatieas and Castro's 
reearks been neeated oa the more." I have added emphasis because negating them else-
where served no puppose. While the existing evidence in the Commisain's files does negate 
them, thi le irreluveat. eollak correctly said "on the recoree. goy, whet deed eriaguior 
say on thOJ,,, pees: 

Liebeler )45) tells him it isn't likely "that Oswald woule go around basing out 
literature in. the streets like he did if he was actually attempting to infiltrate the 
anti-Castro movement "(here involving the "infiltration" of a single man, Bringuier). 

Brix 	response is, "he didn't went openly to do that before the attempt to 
infiltrate the training camp; he went openly to do that slemmeh after he was turned down." 

14014 aside from the fact that there is no reason to believe Oswald ever attempted to 
infiltrate the camp, to Liebeler's own knowledge Oswald had been leafletting, publicly, 
often and for months prior to the date given by Bringeier. The record here is deliberately 
in error, for witeout this error there remains no expleuation for Osweld'e conduct and 
eriuguier bee lost his alibi. 

The article produoed (40 by Iierminio fiord:ell-Vila was proved by the DU to be fake 
froe eogineingeto end. Wherefore, the record is not corrected. It i left saying that 
03wald had been in Cuba twice, whereas there is not the slightest indication or even reason 
to suepect he hAul ever been there. Thin is repeated, and when the socoae tiew it again 
quoted a eeetro speech, it requires no Jed investigation to lee= ehetber this was ever 
said. Theee eroaaceate are carefully monitored, recorded and PannlyiwA. phone cell is all 
it teek. That eaztro actually said was entirely the opeoeite. 

There being no 104493, the fourth item cannot be checeed. but the second under it 
is lutereeting because, eroeumeabey, this was done a month earlier. oever testified 5/14 
and'keeone at about the maw tine. Also Beleont, etc. $o, amonth later, rolIek saes: 
. 'Toes the record contain a statement from each sue every federal umas intelllgenos 

and security agency expressly àttiug that Oswald was never employed by it as any typo of 
agent?" 

It is a geed. queetiou, for where there is the pretense of ammwee, it in in 40 ease 
definitive. I believe there was no such question eeked fo some (Archives has none from 
DIA), and e know of no inquiry of what could be called a "security" agency as distinguiahed 
from an intelligeeee agency. 

233 has a rather novel formulation for a een eeoei to have been shot through the head: 
Does the record contain anything regarding alleged thoetine of Warren Reynolds':" 

Past of this fleet question was ignored, for neither in the reocre nor elsewhere in the 
files can it be found (22127e):"...Lee Tipeitel bacegrouad been fully investieated and made 
of record?" 

Also aperently unrelated to the citation weave which those also apeear are a number 
of other wed questions. I do not stop. to chock theme One, on the station wag= near the 
depository, is not defiaitevly anseer, to the -beat of my leete,lee. ehe euentiea included. 
"described GO as to eliminate  ere. Paine's". 

That all tee affidavits need dates, should "contain the form statemeut of the notary 
indicating that the affidavits was in fact sworn to before him" and "an explanation of the 
manner in which thee afeldavits were prepared for signature by the afriant" all seem still 
to bolacking. It therefore cannot be considered an oversight. Myeteriez reueia, lieu in the 
Garner affidavit, which refers to an exhibit not made into an. exhibit until a south eau 
its execution. 

Among the things eollak did not consider "undoubtedly" should be rewovee are eobert 
Oswaldis "suneoeted her of complicity in the assaasinatien", barely en inclusion calculated 
to protect the eneocent, prevent der:elation; 

Scoggine arrest record; 
OneNurrot daighter "can't have any children" and Xastilon "doesn't want to cat 

sarriod". 
1ft. Geraai"informed SDI of his friend (Caries Hrihaalsr) 'a activities". Hardly, from the 
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only material in the Archives'. The citation of =USD. This should be chocked aed asked for. 
Mr. Tobias "always has been geofy-headod." 

/ton 14 contains the exeressioa of concern for "references to prase inaccuracies". Ale, 
"there is noae testimony which is uncomplimentary to certain ambers of the :msg." Among 
these is (21126),"Zetureay evening ?est °Leered to paw eariva Cr iuforeation not now to 
the Comeiseion". hed eiie not been in ranearatiandm Largueritel J tosti;444v, -,41,ert.i have been 
no concern, for whch sore was already in .he filee, at least one scautial heel been investi-
gated, and LIPL had tee reel pipeline. 

Itee V no tee that while It "seems a vital part of the record", certain "testi:awe 
critical of local and federal law enforcement agents" in cited: the F131 threat to i'arinat 
(she had better cooperate if she wished to stay in thin country;ih 75,79-.W; Secret.  
Service stole decueents reeve earguerite (II:12e); oarguerite not ellowee to see eauele 
first day (111143-and no concern expreoced for his legal rights in this), se6. wore. 

Item VI is of "a possoble question es to the mod or the so linens of iaelueing in 
the record every word of aedical testimony reIatine to the appea*anco ofetee eveviaent's • 
body after the assassination." What better evidence of the crime and how it sac wereitted, 
and of the possibilities of the meaner and by whom? So, what better reeeoe for considering 
eliminating it-as Was done with Jackie's, and here is the eat close eyeeeiteese account
pee ,lble). eit, what 	elininatA, despite the oponia,.,; evaluation; 	la probably 
neoessart,though unpleasant, to include the testieony reatruilig the nedioal student findind 
a piece of the head in the street the followinc day." 

first o.. all, he old not testify anti the relevant reports were not printed. eeeeo 
the rinding the next day is an incredible reflection of the nature of the ineeetieation 
at the scene of the criee. end, the picture is still supereseed. 

"but query 4nether it in also lifiebaAary to incluec a cowpi*,ta aopuritition of the 
iresieent's underclothing (meauing only that he 'onset wearing a top), his brace, and 
even down to the fact of whether or not the President was wearing an Ace b,nesge under 

ee 	'the brace at the time of his death". There are hero nesolittely no questions of taste or 
propriety sea the only purposes for which such things could have been elii.,inet,o are 
supiayssion 	evidme directly related to the possibilities of what coui.d. or 4.:.oulo not, 
did or die not hasen. This la, marked, and is one of the questions raises with oeeoter. 

VII is a concern fer profanity of eodest flavor. The one by eellermen in tee only 
one noted. 

VII is "entice:Lie:wow possible deletions", The first (10.26) denlia6 with .1e 
rewoval of 6ecret ;:i(,rviee protection of liarina, which she askee for, at the heszinc, I note, 
the resew- given being "in light of Mr. 4:borne's request that the natter be kopt secrete 
at least temporarily?" Ie this -can it be - a serious reason when the transcripts were all 
classified "Up secret" and when available, e:.q'c available only to those who 5ave it? 

The weed (114ebleaneually cake of "Hr. HcCloy's awartaltly ,)ocular rawaras to 
Colonel eiaah 'inch (sic) that he Should be iju.A, as truthf4 zuaWa az atandiatf", .;no 
ground being "as sueevetiee any doubts as to the Colonel's tfathnilhoss?" !: 	are 
of like character. 

Menebonine t.e naoe or the manufacturer of the nusco (' 	) 	sturpr,te as a 4liiii • 14 i 	n  
"plug in the record" for Western! One wonders what war conoedered evidence? arm what weld 
not be asked to be deleted? 

There is a cute questions asked about 4Illinelo there any reason got to publicise 
*thief eurry's statement that the Dallas police had infiltrated the Dallas extremist 
orgemdeatione" .his ie singular as iteteeeers here, includlue the ACLU among yang others, 
and the eurk,rossiontsui delatian eere such that the rvomd was altered to make it say that 
exhibits actually entered into the record do not exist. i  have copies, with the exhibit No. 

Been the fact that the Fta had Winfirmants in Perth 'erte arid Delles 04426-7) is 
considered for deletion. Again, what couldn't be? 

The next item 01141,49, iandiksputed by Specter, wcoraing to the "Nary" note, "is 
there any reason (family or otherwise) sot to publicise thatbthe doctors withheld 

°Leg the Pret44ent deed until the last rites couled be performed?* (Scooter was rreilka°114•• 
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The change was not made. 
About 7H296, the question is anked,"does the discussion of the record sukent that 

something in being hidden?" Checking that page leads to this belief, whther or not aulY 

other'change was made. Belin interrupts Holmes for this off—the•-record dircussion. Wham 

it is over, lidless goes into an entirely different thing. That is not resumed. 

'Afore should o no eisunderatanding. Only the beginning oC the list, I., is on 

"invasion of privacy". But all deal with deletions from the record, the reasons in all 

or almost all cales being inconsistent with leavaing even thd inadequate record intact 

and with correcting known n.:rious error in it, 

However, the ferrie deletion is =lbw and conspicuous. The ledioal concerns. frivolous 

as they or., axe AOT under "invasions of privacy", so the Commission position can no 

interpreted 	theme not involving that. or, ;Jutting it another way, when the desire to 

suppress naniferted itself, this wa s a reason conArived to give it the sem blance of 	- 

propriety. 1 think this can be argued as the Com:lesion position thi.-  what medical evidence 

was withheld was not withhold on goande ot privacy or the icwunity oa 11,edicel records. 

Chocking the i‘kbraci citation, it is not accurate. It is hrs. Geraoi who called the 

Y211. Koreover, checking the only available fBI report, dated 11/29, discloses that it is 
not th.-  firs ua to only interview dith II the kid. she pariat,  told ee that the first, 
to th.: best of their recollection, was not later than ,onday, 105/63. 


